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A small number of extraordinary “Major Evolutionary Transitions” (METs) have attracted

attention among biologists. They comprise novel forms of individuality and information,

and are defined in relation to organismal complexity, irrespective of broader ecosystem-

level effects. This divorce between evolutionary and ecological consequences qualifies

unicellular eukaryotes, for example, as a MET although they alone failed to significantly

alter ecosystems. Additionally, this definition excludes revolutionary innovations not

fitting into either MET type (e.g., photosynthesis). We recombine evolution with ecology

to explore how and why entire ecosystems were newly created or radically altered –

as Major System Transitions (MSTs). In doing so, we highlight important morphological

adaptations that spread through populations because of their immediate, direct-fitness

advantages for individuals. These are Major Competitive Transitions, or MCTs. We argue

that often multiple METs and MCTs must be present to produce MSTs. For example,

sexually-reproducing, multicellular eukaryotes (METs) with anisogamy and exoskeletons

(MCTs) significantly altered ecosystems during the Cambrian. Therefore, we introduce

the concepts of Facilitating Evolutionary Transitions (FETs) and Catalysts as key events or

agents that are insufficient themselves to set a MST into motion, but are essential parts

of synergies that do. We further elucidate the role of information in MSTs as transitions

across five levels: (I) Encoded; (II) Epigenomic; (III) Learned; (IV) Inscribed; and (V) Dark

Information. The latter is ‘authored’ by abiotic entities rather than biological organisms.

Level IV has arguably allowed humans to produce a MST, and V perhaps makes us a

FET for a future transition that melds biotic and abiotic life into one entity. Understanding

the interactive processes involved in past major transitions will illuminate both current

events and the surprising possibilities that abiotically-created information may produce.
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INTRODUCTION

All adaptations, by definition, increase the fitness of organisms
in their environments, but few merit special consideration as
extraordinary (Stebbins, 1969; Bonner, 1974; Buss, 1987; Queller,
2000; Bourke, 2011a; Calcott and Sterelny, 2011; Szathmáry,
2015; West et al., 2015). Maynard Smith and Szathmáry in an
influential book (1995) and paper (Szathmáry and Maynard
Smith, 1995) listed eight as Major Evolutionary Transitions
(METs) (Table 1). Bourke (2011a) and Szathmáry (2015)
amended this list, with the latter explicitly stating that the MET
concept is not in relation to “ecosystem complexity, but [to] the
complexity of the players . . . acting in the ecological theater”
(p. 10,104). Overall, across these contrasting lists (Table 1)
there are two broad classes of adaptations that qualify as
gains in “organismal complexity” and constitute METs. One is
‘Fusions,’ where independently reproducing entities combine into
higher, integrated levels of obligate reproductive cooperation
(Buss, 1987; Michod, 1996; Szathmáry, 2015; West et al.,
2015). Factors that could both favor and stabilize formation of
Fusions include selective advantages of division of labor and
mutual dependence (West et al., 2015), the maximization of
inclusive fitness (Bourke, 2011a; West et al., 2015), and the
ability to punish cheaters (Ågren et al., 2019). The other class
is ‘Information Leaps’: novel forms of information storage or
transmittal across individuals, ranging from genes to symbolic
writing (Jablonka and Lamb, 2006).

Limiting METs to Fusions or Information Leaps, regardless of
ecosystem-level impacts (Szathmáry, 2015), excludes a number
of other possibly “major” events. Although such designations
can vary subjectively, considering a wider array of events
can illuminate intriguing commonalities, dependencies, and
unanswered questions that contribute to understanding the
history of life on Earth. In this paper, we: (1) Introduce a
more inclusive set of terminology to improve future discourse
on major transitions (Figure 1), and (2) explore how major
ecosystem transitions arise within broad frameworks that can
include multiple Fusions and Information Leaps, morphological
innovations, catalytic actors and events, and variation in the
selective processes involved.

Major Events in the History of Life
We retain Szathmáry’s (2015) definition of Major Evolutionary
Transitions (METs) as being Fusions and Information Leaps, and
introduce the term Major System Transitions (MSTs) to describe
large-scale ecosystem transformations that appear irreversible.
We note that even in the most extreme mass extinctions, while
many or most species went extinct, we know of no case in which
an entire large-scale ecosystem disappeared or reverted to an
earlier state (e.g., the Permian extinction did not reset the world
back to the Ediacaran).

Additionally, we consider morphological adaptations that
confer significant direct-fitness advantages. For instance, many
regard the water-to-land (Knoll and Bambach, 2000; Qiu,
2008; Van Etten and Bhattacharya, 2020) and land-to-water
transitions (Aubret et al., 2007; Schwab et al., 2020) as major
evolutionary events, although these did not produce novel forms

TABLE 1 | Proposed major evolutionary transitions.

Maynard Smith and
Szathmáry, 1995

Bourke, 2011a Szathmáry, 2015

Independently

replicating molecules to

populations in protocell

compartments (IL)

Independently replicating

molecules to cells enclosing

DNA genomes (F and IL)

Independently

replicating molecules to

cells enclosing

genomes (F and IL)

Independent replicators

to chromosomes (F)

Combined into the above Combined into the

above

RNA to DNA as genetic

code and information

system (IL)

Combined into the above RNA to DNA as genetic

code and information

system (IL)

Prokaryotes to

eukaryotes (F)

Prokaryotes to eukaryotes (F) Prokaryotes to

eukaryotes (F and IL)

Asexual to meiotic

sexual reproduction (IL)

Asexual to meiotic sexual

reproduction (IL)

Combined into the

above

Acquisition of plastids

(e.g., chloroplasts) (F)

Single celled protists to

complex multicellularity

in plants, animals, and

fungi (F)

Single celled protists to

complex multicellularity in

plants, animals, and fungi (F)

Single celled protists to

complex multicellularity

in plants, animals, and

fungi (F)

Solitary individuals to

eusocial groups with

non-reproductive

castes (F)

Solitary individuals to eusocial

groups with non-reproductive

castes (F)

Solitary individuals to

eusocial groups with

non-reproductive

castes (F)

Primate societies to

human societies with

advanced language (IL)

Not considered a MET Primate societies to

human societies with

advanced language (IL)

Interspecific mutualism (F)

Transitions can be fusions (F) that produce higher-level individuals, or information
leaps (IL) that innovate new ways of storing information and transmitting it
across individuals.

of individuality or information. We define such remarkable
morphological adaptations as Major Competitive Transitions
(MCTs), while acknowledging the definition’s subjective nature.
Here, “competitive” implies more than a slight advantage in terms
of survival and/or reproduction. It implies great fitness benefits
due to, for example, creating a new niche (e.g., the evolution
of flight), or dominating an existing niche in a novel way (e.g.,
vascular tissue in land plants). Clearly, there are many examples
of innovative morphologies that could potentially qualify as
MCTs and lead to MSTs.

Whereas MSTs happen to ecosystems, METs and MCTs
happen to species. MET and MCT categories are not mutually
exclusive. For example, the evolution of larger brains and
greater cognitive abilities (a MCT) can simultaneously lead to
an Information Leap of complex human spoken language (a
MET). However, not every MET, MCT or combination of the two
necessarily immediately leads to a MST. Consider the evolution
of eukaryotes from prokaryotes.

Eukaryotic single-celled organisms appear in the fossil record
perhaps by 1.6 BYA (Knoll et al., 2006). Yet for a “boring billion”
years of evolutionary history, they remain minor components
in bacterial-dominated ecosystems before explosively radiating
as large, multicellular species in an Ediacaran and Cambrian
MST. Eukaryotes are obviously essential for this MST, as all
animals, plants and fungi are eukaryotes. However, the initial
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FIGURE 1 | General schematic of how a series of events can lead to a Major System Transition (MST). Biological innovations are system inputs that may result in

Major Evolutionary or Competitive Transitions (METs and MCTs – see text for definitions). An innovation can become a MET or MCT: (1) through its own direct effects;

(2) with requiring a previous MET or MCT that acts as a Facilitating Evolutionary Transition (FET); or (3) as catalyzed by biotic agents or abiotic events. The dotted

lines indicate FETs and catalysts may or may not be present. An innovation producing a MET, MCT, or both occurs at the Species level and its downstream effects

can directly lead to MSTs: large-scale, ecosystem-level transformations affecting many species. Not all individual METs and MCTs, however, appear capable of

causing MSTs. Nevertheless, they can still potentially act as FETs that in combination with later METs or MCTs do lead to a MST. In such cases, the evolutionary

process cycles through more than one Species-level transition before the MST.
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appearance of eukaryotic cells seems insu�cient for a MST.
Thus, “eukaryote” is both a MET (sensu Maynard Smith and
Szathmáry) and a Facilitating Evolutionary Transition, or FET,
for the later MST. We define a FET as either a MET or
a MCT that is absolutely necessary, yet insu�cient alone, to
set into motion a cascade of events that result in a MST.
In other words, species that have undergone a FET require
additional events (e.g., otherMCTs,METs, or external “catalysts”)
before the combination of events alters environments enough
to transform or create entire ecosystems (Figure 1). A catalyst
can be an abiotic event such as rising levels of free oxygen
in the atmosphere making possible the energetic lifestyles of
multicellular organisms (Och and Shields-Zhou, 2012; Lyons
et al., 2014). Catalysts can also be biotic actors such as
viruses and bacteria that through coevolutionary arms races and
horizontal gene transfers help drive certain METs, MCTs, and
MSTs (Figure 1).

Levels of Information and Selective
Processes
Information – defined here as data in a repository that
organisms may use to respond to problems they face or to
manipulate their environments – can play a fundamental role
in METs that produce MSTs. Building on the framework of
Jablonka and Lamb (2006), we categorize information into
five distinct levels (Table 2). Level I information is encoded
in genomes. The simplest currently existing units using only
Level I information are viruses of less than 10 genes. Level II
information is epigenetic modification of gene expression. As
such, Level II information can alter how organisms use Level I
information throughout their lifetimes due to interactions with
environments. Beyond Level II, bounds on total information
content are progressively lifted. At Level III, information is
learned and stored in neural cell repositories, and potentially
interchangeable across entire populations. Level IV information
is stored outside of organisms in the physical environment,
either as biological icons (e.g., scent marks or pheromone trails)
or instructional (symbolically inscribed). Level IV information
reaches its apogee with the advent of symbolic representation
of human language into quantitatively unlimited written and
electronic formats. Finally, we propose a new and nascent
level of information. Level V is dark information created by
complex computer algorithms rather than biological beings.
It is ‘dark’ in the sense that informational outcomes cannot
be replicated without the technology. For example, the only
test of facial recognition by machine learning is the accuracy
of output – the generating process may be impenetrable to
human understanding.

We note that the ‘body of knowledge’ contained at any of the
five levels across entire populations can rarely, if ever, be wholly
available to or expressed in any single individual. Populations
will be genomically more diverse, learn a larger variety of things,
and write and read more books than any individual possibly can.
Furthermore, although Information Leaps create potential for
new and larger pools of information, the initial benefits of such
information may be small. For example, the first organisms with

TABLE 2 | The five levels of information.

Information Description Transmission

(I) Encoded Information format is in DNA (or

RNA in some viruses)

sequences to guide growth and

development either as genes or

regulatory series that control

expression. This level of

information is both an absolute

requirement and defines the

first biological ‘living’

replicators.

Information is transmitted

vertically via cell replication,

although occasionally horizontal

transmission across organisms

occurs via viruses and

plasmids. Sexual reproduction

shuffles encoded information

within populations and

therefore increases total

interchangeable information

available at the population level.

(II) Epigenetic Physical modifications of

genomes (e.g., methylation)

occur during organism lifetimes

and translate into changes in

physiology, morphology and

behavior.

Information passes vertically

across cell generations through

imprinted genes, and likely first

appeared when replicators

aggregated into chromosomes.

(III) Learned Information is gathered during

an organism’s lifetime and is

stored in specialized cells

(possible only in complex

multicellular species). The

available information for

organisms can be a quantum

leap in amount and outlive any

single individual.

Information, as cultural traits, is

communicated vertically (parent

to offspring), horizontally (peer

to peer), or obliquely (across

generations through

non-parental individuals or

institutions). Individuals do not

need to directly experience

events to gain access to

information.

(IV) Inscribed

(Iconic)

An icon is a physical inscription

such as a scent mark left by a

wolf pack to mark its territory,

or the trail pheromone of an ant

colony recruiting to a food

source.

Icons can pass simple bits of

information between individuals

indirectly without those

individuals ever meeting, but

does require sensory

capabilities.

(Instructional) Information is transformed into

physical, symbolic formats that

have potentially boundless

storage capacity. Instructional

information can far exceed the

combined encoded, epigenetic,

learned and iconic information

previously available to any

single individual.

Information is potentially

immortal as it does not

necessarily depend on the

survival of any single individual

or group. Across the tree of life,

only humans are known to have

ever extensively created and

used instructional information.

(V) Dark Information produced by abiotic

computer programs, so

complicated in execution that

no biological organisms can

similarly replicate or derive it.

Examples of dark information

generators are: internet search

engines; global climate models;

bioinformatic analyses of vast

genetic data sets; neural

network simulations; and

genetic algorithm evolutionary

models.

The potential reach of this

information may exceed that of

the species that creates it, to

the extent that it may become a

new ‘living species’ in and of

itself (i.e., artificial intelligence:

AI). Concepts of reproduction,

heredity, species and fitness will

need to be redefined.

any Level III learning ability undoubtedly had a meager capacity
for ‘knowing’ more than their antecedents with only Levels I and
II. It likely took millennia for the ability to acquire and use such
information to confer significant selective advantages.

Finally, the important evolutionary processesmay di�er across
major transitions. For instance, the evolution of some METs
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might require kin selection or multilevel selection (Bourke,
2011a; Szathmáry, 2015; West et al., 2015), whereas MCTs spread
through populations because of their direct-fitness advantages.
In addition, major transitions can themselves create novel
selective processes. For example, sexual reproduction through
meiosis (a MET) was likely initially isogamous (Hanschen
et al., 2018). Not until anisogamy (a MCT) evolved could
sexual selection become a major evolutionary force. In essence,
some biological innovations create a morphology-to-process
feedback loop. Thus, anisogamy creates di�erent selective
pressures for individuals that produce eggs or sperm. Once
sexual selection exists, it is not limited to a�ecting gametes,
but also a�ects other morphologies and behaviors. It may
be this newly-altered fitness landscape that enables a future
MST rather than any intrinsic ecological advantage of di�erent
sized gametes.

In this paper, we reconsider the major events in the history
of life on Earth, from the first cells to the recent technological
developments of human societies. We focus primarily on which
METs identified by Maynard Smith and Szathmáry (1995)
have produced MSTs, either directly or in combination with
MCTs and catalysts. In reexamining these major transitions,
we also highlight the importance of information for both
the METs and the resulting MSTs, and speculate upon the
role that Level V dark information may play in a future
major transition.

INDEPENDENT REPLICATORS TO
CELLS WITH CHROMOSOMES

The first MET is the transition of self-replicating molecules into
compartmentalized cells with chromosomes (Table 1). These
higher-level units arguably constitute the first living organisms –
entities capable of responding to stimuli, acquiring resources,
metabolizing, maintaining homeostasis, and replicating. To the
degree they gained a competitive advantage relative to simple
replicators, this MET might also be a MCT. Because it produced
Earth’s first ecosystem, it is a MST. Although many questions
about the origin of cells remain unanswered, a variety of
hypothesized scenarios may have led to this transition.

Consider a population of short, non-cooperative,
independently replicating molecules. Some replicators drive
others to extinction, reducing the overall amount of available
information (Szathmáry and Maynard Smith, 1995). Linking
these replicators into chromosomes reduces competition, but
increasingly longer molecules become susceptible to major
mutations that disrupt replication (Eigen, 1971). This creates
a circularity – Eigen’s paradox – where larger genomes require
enzymes that increase replication fidelity, but substantially larger
genomes are needed to code for such enzymes. Two models are
proposed to overcome Eigen’s paradox and thus explain how this
MET arose: the hypercycle and stochastic corrector (SC).

In the hypercycle model, simple replicators facilitate their own
as well as others’ replication in a catalytic loop (Eigen, 1971;
Eigen and Schuster, 1979; Zintzaras et al., 2002; Kun et al.,
2005; Szathmáry, 2006; Saakian et al., 2011; Boza et al., 2014).

‘Parasitic’ molecules that do not catalyze the replication of
others can invade, however, if hypercycles catalyze the parasite’s
replication (Bresch et al., 1980; Hogeweg and Takeuchi,
2003). Compartmentalization into vesicle-bound “chemotons” is
proposed to limit such parasitism (Eigen et al., 1981; Michod,
1983; Szathmáry and Demeter, 1987; Zintzaras et al., 2002; Gánti,
2003). In the SC model, replicators are bound in protocells
and their replication is catalyzed by non-specific replicase
molecules (Szathmáry and Demeter, 1987; Szathmáry, 1989; Grey
et al., 1995; Zintzaras et al., 2002). Certain compositions of
replicators are optimal for overall cell growth and excessive
competition between them leads to failure of the entire protocell
(Grey et al., 1995).

In both hypercycle and SC models, selection against cheating
may occur through aggregation of the interacting elements into
bounded and competing groups. This would be the first instance
of group-level selection. Alternatively, catalyzation of others’
replication may be the first manifestation of kin selection if the
interacting replicators are morphologically identical or similar
(Levin and West, 2017). Kin and group selection frameworks,
however, converge when compartmentalization in protocells
enables assortment of these identical or similar individuals
(Szathmáry and Demeter, 1987; Hogeweg and Takeuchi, 2003;
Levin and West, 2017).

With a self-sustaining population of protocells, novel
machinery can evolve. Simulations in an SC context find that
division of labor arises where RNA strands diverge into biased
function for either information storage or enzymatic activity
(Boza et al., 2014). Similarly, it seems plausible that some
replicators in a hypercycle evolve as the system’s metabolism,
creating a division of labor that leaves only one type of replicator
as the essential heritable repository for Level I information.

Chromosomes
The next question about the first living organisms pertains
to information organization and amalgamation of separate,
replicating genes into a single unit – a chromosome. The linking
of genes into “proto-chromosomes” may have occurred in
primordial RNAs before transitions to DNA and translation
(Weiner and Maizels, 1987; Maynard Smith and Szathmáry,
1993). Advantages of simultaneously replicating chromosomes
may include: (1) decreased reproductive competition among
individual segments; (2) increased likelihood that cell division
provides entire genomic complements to both daughter
cells; and (3) increased capacity to reduce mutation loads
(Maynard Smith and Szathmáry, 1993; Santos, 1998). Even
if replication of two linked genes takes twice as long as for
one gene, models find that linkages increase in frequency
under some conditions (Maynard Smith and Szathmáry,
1993). However, the exact mechanism by which chromosomes
initially formed and conditions that favored their evolution
remains unknown.

Overall, the transition from simple replicators to cells with
chromosomes is a FusionMET and aMST that produced the first
ecosystem of living organisms. Details of how this MST occurred
are unclear, with possible facilitating adaptations and catalysts yet
to be discovered.
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TRANSITION TO DNA, GENOME
EXPANSION, AND EPIGENETIC
MODIFICATIONS

The amount of information encoded in Levels I and II
depends on which nucleic acid (RNA or DNA) constructs the
genome, the genome’s size, and the degree to which genetic
sequences produce di�erent states of expression (e.g., epigenetic
modification adds another layer of information ‘above’ the fixed
nucleotide sequence).

RNA Versus DNA
Molecular RNA is thought to be closely associated with the origin
of life because it has the potential to both store information and
simultaneously retain enzymatic activity (Bernhardt, 2012). The
information storage capability, but not the self-replicating ability,
is observed in the current-day RNA viruses. However, such
genomes are highly mutable and therefore RNA viruses succeed
within hosts as evolving mutant swarms rather than stable clonal
lineages (Ebrahimi and Nonacs, 2021). RNA genomes especially
risk crossing into ‘error catastrophe’ where mutations accumulate
at rates that make entire populations non-viable (Summers and
Litwin, 2006; Manrubia et al., 2010). Thus, relying on RNA for
information storage likely limits organisms to viral-size genomes
and severely restricts the potential for future morphological and
behavioral adaptations.

The transition to DNA may have been catalyzed by
coevolutionary arms races between the ancestors of cells and
viruses (Durzyńska and Goździcka-Józefiak, 2015). The first
functional cells must have had two salient characteristics: (1)
higher concentrations of needed building materials for life than
found in the outside environment, making them rich targets, and
(2) poor defenses, given that no cellular predators yet existed.
Undefended rich targets would create selection for alternative
life histories (Koonin, 2016). One life form – the protocells –
hunts for resources to grow and divide. The second form – the
first viruses – hunts protocells in order to invade and usurp their
genomes. Future major transitions may have been impossible
without viral catalysts (Figure 1) creating a predator-prey world.

With a transformed cellular world of parasite/predator and
host/prey, host defenses would evolve by natural selection. One
defense may be the inactivation or destruction of invading
RNA genomes (Forterre, 2002). To evade such destruction,
viruses may have evolved to retrotranscribe RNA into DNA.
This would not only increase their chances of taking control of
cells, but also confer a selective advantage because DNA is the
more stable information repository (Forterre and Prangishvili,
2013). Alternatively, DNA could have been repurposed in hosts
from a structural role in order to segregate information from
viral invaders (Wolf and Koonin, 2007; Koonin, 2016). Once
DNA began storing information, however, its spread throughout
protocells may have occurred rapidly due to the superior
molecular stability.

Therefore, the switch from RNA to DNA is an
Information Leap MET that substantially increases
the capacity for Levels I and II information storage

(Maynard Smith and Szathmáry, 1995). Whether the initial
advantages of DNA were great enough to constitute a MCT, and
the extent to which this transition alone transformed ecosystems,
may never be known. If not a MST, however, this transition is
certainly a FET that enabled the entire subsequent history of life
and future MSTs.

Genome Expansion
There are huge variations in genome size and cellular complexity
across the three domains of life. Eubacterial and archaeal
genomes are generally 0.5–7.6 megabases, while eukaryote
genomes are at least 100 megabases (Lynch and Conery, 2003).
To the degree that organismal complexity is limited by genome
size (Bird, 1995), it is important to understand the processes by
which eukaryotic genomes grew in size and information content.
Initially, Level I information in eukaryotes was likely similar
to that of prokaryotes, and the increase to present-day Level I
information required various mechanisms that enlarge genomes.
It seems likely that increasing Level I information contributed
as a MCT that allowed eukaryotes to remain competitive in
prokaryote dominated ecosystems.

Genome duplication immediately increases genome size.
Duplications can be autopolyploid (within species, with multiple
sets of the same chromosomes) or allopolyploid (e.g., the
doubling of a hybrid genome to restore the homologous
chromosome state). Over evolutionary time, initially redundant
genes can diverge to produce novel functions. Several such
genome expansion events appear to have occurred in eukaryotes
(Van de Peer et al., 2017).

Horizontal transfer of DNA across species’ genomes can add
one or more genes at a time. For example, lysogenic viruses
enter nuclear genomes and may either never leave or leave
behind DNA transported from other species (Hernández and
Podbilewicz, 2017; Valansi et al., 2017). Over time imported
elements can be co-opted within host genomes to produce novel
functions (Werren, 2011), enhance gene regulation (Diehl et al.,
2020), or modify horizontally imported genes for analogous
functions. Indeed, key processes involved in sexual reproduction
appear to be made possible only through imported viral genes
(Hernández and Podbilewicz, 2017).

Additionally, endosymbionts (organisms that live within the
cells of others), such as the bacterial ancestor to the mitochondria
or the parasite Wolbachia, often exhibit a biased flow of genetic
material into nuclear chromosomes. Even if initial DNA transfers
are random in direction, the consequences of meiotic cell division
result in nuclei becoming the absorbing collectors of genetic
information (Nonacs and Tolley, 2014).

Epigenetics
Epigenetic modifications to DNA (Level II information) occur in
all three domains of life (Casadesús and Low, 2006; Willbanks
et al., 2016). Furthermore, mRNAs can also be epigenetically
modified, suggesting this process could have been present in
the RNA world (Garber, 2019). Eukaryotes, however, exhibit
more sophisticated epigenetic regulation of gene expression
than prokaryotes (Willbanks et al., 2016). This regulation
likely preceded the evolution of multicellularity as single-celled
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eukaryotic species change their epigenetic states in fluctuating
environments without altering genome sequences (Kundu et al.,
2007; Payne et al., 2019; Bheda et al., 2020).

Level II epigenetic information creates alternative readings
of Level I information, and empowers Lamarckian inheritance
to transmit acquired characteristics across several generations of
cell division (Jablonka et al., 1998; Jablonka and Lamb, 2006).
In multicellular eukaryotes, such epigenetic modification can aid
in di�erentiating dividing clonal cell lineages into specialized
functions (Juliandi et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2021). Whether or
not the appearance of epigenetic information significantly altered
ecosystems (a MST) or provided a large fitness advantage (a
MCT) is unknown. However, the evolution of epigenetics clearly
qualifies as an Information Leap MET because it constitutes a
novel form of information content and transmittal. It may also
have served as a FET for the MST that occurred during the
Cambrian explosion, due to its potential role in the transition to
multicellularity (Wang et al., 2021).

PROKARYOTES TO EUKARYOTES

The adaptive radiation and ecosystem transformation that
occurred in the Cambrian (and likely also in the Ediacaran) is
perhaps the single most physically apparent MST throughout
history. The eukaryotes that transformed these ancient
ecosystems di�ered in multiple major characteristics from
the prokaryotes that dominated the previous two billion years.
At the intracellular level their di�erences are profound. Unique
to eukaryotes are: (1) multiple diploid, linear chromosomes
(Goodenough and Heitman, 2014); (2) segregation of
chromosomes into a nucleus; (3) mitochondria (Margulis
and Fester, 1991); and (4) other structures, such as the
endoplasmic reticulum (Butterfield, 2015). ‘Eukaryotic’ fossil
cells are recognizable as larger than contemporary prokaryotes,
with evidence of nuclei (Sun et al., 2020). Eukaryotes first appear
about 1.6–1.8 BYA, but remain relatively minor components of
ecosystems for another billion years, until about 635 MYA when
the CambrianMST occurred (Butterfield, 2000; Knoll et al., 2006;
Knoll, 2011).

The Cambrian MST occurred only in conjunction with later
biological innovations of complex multicellularity (i.e., plants,
animals, and fungi) and meiotic sex (Goodenough and Heitman,
2014), which likely required significantly more Level I and
II information than present in early eukaryotes. Hence, the
previously described genome expansion in eukaryotes must
have played a facilitating role in this MST. Moreover, at
least three separate innovations produced mitochondria, nuclei,
and diploidy, each of which also played a facilitating role in
the Cambrian MST (Figure 2). Understanding the ecological
impact of eukaryotes may therefore require considering synergies
across multiple biological innovations, at least one MET and
possibly multiple MCTs acting as FETs, along with biotic and
abiotic catalysts.

Mitochondrial Symbiosis
There is strong evidence that mitochondria arose through
endosymbiosis between a free-living relative of a-proteobacteria

(the endosymbiont) and an early archaeon (Margulis and
Fester, 1991), although how this endosymbiosis occurred and
whether phagocytosis was involved continues to be hotly
debated (Cavalier-Smith, 2009; Lane, 2011; Spang et al.,
2015). Nevertheless, the mitochondrial symbiosis is clearly
a Fusion MET (Szathmáry, 2015). Interestingly, all existing
mitochondria and chloroplast symbioses may trace back to no
more than three initiating events (Margulis and Fester, 1991):
one for the former, and two for the latter. Lane (2011), a
proponent of the “phagocytosis-second” hypothesis, suggests
that the improbability of acquiring an endosymbiont without
phagocytosis may help explain why eukaryotes arose only once.
Another explanation is that the initial stages of such relationships
are not particularly advantageous for either participant (i.e., not a
MCT), and require additional adaptations to produce significant
benefits and persist.

Evolution of the Nucleus
Three competing hypotheses for the origin of the nucleus are:
endosymbiosis (Balu�ka and Lyons, 2018a,b), autokaryogenesis
(Lisitsyna and Sheval, 2016), and the “inside out” hypothesis
(Baum and Baum, 2014). Under the endosymbiosis hypothesis,
possible host cell identities include an ameba (Mereschkowsky,
1905), bacterium (Forterre, 2011), proteo-bacterium (Lake
and Rivera, 1994), or archaeon (Margulis et al., 2000), and
candidates for the endosymbiont are an archaeon (Lake and
Rivera, 1994; Forterre, 2011), spirochete (Margulis et al.,
2000), or virus (Bell, 2001; Takemura, 2001). Any of these
endosymbiosis scenarios would be a Fusion MET. The other two
hypothesized scenarios, however, would not be METs. Under
the autokaryogenesis hypothesis, nuclear membranes and closely
connected endoplasmic reticulum formed from invaginations of
inner membranes of prokaryotes (Lisitsyna and Sheval, 2016).
Finally, the inside-out hypothesis posits that a free-living cell
ancestral to the nucleus increased its surface area through
developing extracellular protrusions (as are common in archaea),
which ultimately gave rise to the endoplasmic reticulum and
cytoplasm (Baum and Baum, 2014).

One major advantage of nuclei is physically separating the
process of translation from the processes of transcription and
splicing (Szathmáry, 2015; Lisitsyna and Sheval, 2016). Splicing
removes introns from a precursor RNA, leaving only exons,
and alternative splicing creates di�erent isoforms from the same
gene (Keren et al., 2010). Because splicing is slow compared to
translation, the physical separation of these processes appears
essential to the completion of splicing before translation
(Martin and Koonin, 2006). Eukaryotic gene regulation with
introns may be “impossible” without such physical separation
(Szathmáry, 2015).

Diploidy
Eukaryotes di�er from prokaryotes in being diploid with
homologous, but non-identical, chromosomes for at least a
portion of their life cycle. Diploidy can arise by endomitosis
wherein cells duplicate their genetic material (Tüzel et al.,
2001). Cells with non-haploid states quite possibly predate the
appearance of eukaryotes, as many extant species of bacteria
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FIGURE 2 | Events leading to the Cambrian MST. The transitions from prokaryote to large eukaryotes with tissues and organs likely involved multiple Fusions and

Information Leaps, MCTs, and catalytic agents and events. The multiple arrows indicate that a number of separate Species-level transitions created multiple FETs

that eventually made the Ecosystem-level MST possible. The exact order in which the FETs evolved is not conclusively known (see text).

and archaea are polyploid. Indeed, some species routinely
have thousands of copies of their chromosome per cell
(Soppa, 2014, 2017). Even viruses have been found to package
multiple genomes into virions (Chou et al., 2012). Interestingly,
although the ploidy of the archaeon Lokiarchaeota, which may

have been ancestral to eukaryotes, remains unknown, features
such as the presence of histones strongly suggests polyploidy
(Markov and Kaznacheev, 2016).

Genomes becoming diploid increases storage for Level I
information, but doubling a prokaryotic genome alone does not
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come close to modern-day size di�erences between prokaryotic
and eukaryotic genomes (Bird, 1995). The initial spread of
diploidy likely required other competitive advantages beyond
slightly more Level I information. Proposed advantages could
include mechanisms to repair damaged DNA, and compensating
or hiding deleterious mutations on one gene copy with
redundant functional copies on the other (Bernstein et al.,
1981). In haloarchaea, polyploidy provides increased resistance
to desiccation, and is a storage vessel for phosphate in times of
scarcity (Ludt and Soppa, 2019). In environments with limited
resources and highly competitive haploid organisms, diploidy
could be a “last chance” alternative life history strategy where two
low-fitness haploids fuse into a competitively enhanced diploid
(Jan et al., 2000). Combining diploidy with sexual reproduction
can further create greater degrees of variation in o�spring due
to recombination (Bernstein et al., 1981). Non-haploid states,
however, also create costs (Markov and Kaznacheev, 2016) as
genome copy number can vary across cells due to random
segregation at cell division (Ludt and Soppa, 2019). Accurate
segregation, as occurs with mitosis, avoids this cost while
retaining the advantages. Indeed, in simulations, mitotic diploidy
can be favored over haploidy (Tüzel et al., 2001).

In conclusion, the evolution of eukaryotes with mitochondria,
nuclei, and diploidy with multiple linear chromosomes must
have required at least three distinct events. However, they
all apparently evolved so closely together in time that we
may never know which came first and the degree to which
one event facilitated a second or third. There are no known
intermediate eukaryotes with only one or two of these characters
(although some species subsequently lost mitochondria over
their evolutionary history; e.g., Karnkowska et al., 2016). One
possible explanation for the lack of extant intermediates and
the fact that eukaryotes arose only once, despite the continual
existence of biodiverse and interactive prokaryotic communities,
is that any one of these events alone was not particularly
advantageous (i.e., not a MCT), and persisted only when
followed by a fortuitous second or third event in quick
succession. For instance, a symbiosis between mitochondrion-
like a-proteobacteria and host could have required rapid
suppression of selfish intragenomic selection in the former in
order to persist (Bourke, 2011a). This may have only been
possible by “genomically neutering” the mitochondrion through
di�erential movement of essential genes from their genome
into linear chromosomes segregated behind nuclear membranes
(Nonacs and Tolley, 2014). Ultimately, regardless of whether
any of the events that produced eukaryotes qualify as MCTs,
the mitochondrial symbiosis nevertheless renders eukaryotes a
Fusion MET. Moreover, this MET is a FET for the subsequent
Cambrian MST (Figure 2).

THE EVOLUTION OF SEX

Sexual reproduction is defined by meiosis followed by syngamy,
the fusion of two cells and their nuclei (Santos et al., 2002).
Sexual reproduction is found only among eukaryotes and
apparently universally so, suggesting it appeared early in their

evolution (Cavalier-Smith, 2002). In fact, critical features needed
for sexual reproduction possibly preceded the mitochondrial
symbiosis. For example, the fusion of gametes is mediated by
cell surface glycoproteins, which appear to predate the last
common ancestor of eukaryotes and archaebacteria (Cavalier-
Smith, 1987). However, these may originate from ‘old’ viral genes
that were horizontally acquired by a previously asexual eukaryote
(Valansi et al., 2017). The di�culty in delineating the timelines
of specific eukaryote-a�liated events led Szathmáry (2015) to
subsume the evolution of sex into a single combined transition
from prokaryotes to eukaryotes (Table 1). We di�er from
Szathmáry (2015) in that the origin of eukaryotes is considered
not as a single event, but as a possible series of MET(s) and
MCT(s) acting as facilitating evolutionary transitions [FET(s)].
Similarly, we consider the evolution of sex a MET and the
evolution of anisogamous sexual reproduction aMCT (Figure 2),
both of which are also FETs. Additionally, viruses appear to have
played an important catalytic role through gene transfer.

Our classification of the evolution of sex as a MET follows
from three consequences for which sexual reproduction is
uniquely responsible: (1) changing the units of selection;
(2) producing a novel form of Level I and II information
transmission that increases the rates at which beneficial
information spreads through populations and deleterious
information is eliminated; and (3) altering natural selection
by creating or revolutionizing the processes of sexual, kin and
intragenomic selection.

Units of Selection
Sexual reproduction is, in a sense, a return to the earliest
stages of life on Earth – the era of replicator molecules. Sex
with recombination makes genes the units of selection instead
of genomes (Jablonka and Lamb, 2006). On a second level
of selection, reproduction requires the fusion of two distinct
entities (e.g., egg and sperm). With the exception of species
capable of self-fertilization, this requires coordination between
two individuals and implies that mating pairs are a higher-
level unit of selection (Michod, 2011). Clearly, such pairings
experience unique selection pressures pertaining to partner
choice (Andersson, 1994) and postcopulatory sexual selection
(Birkhead and Pizzari, 2002), resulting in novel morphologies
and behaviors. The mating pair, however, is not an indivisible
individual, such as organelles in eukaryotes. Therefore, one could
argue that sex is not a MET because mating pairs do not explicitly
generate mating pairs as the propagating units (Calcott and
Sterelny, 2011). Nevertheless, the o�spring of a mating equally
represent both parents. They are also indivisible individuals.
Hence, this objection is a quantitative one – an o�spring of a
mating pair only partially, instead of entirely, replicates the pair.

Information Availability and Management
Sexual reproduction expands the dynamism of heredity.
Recombination through sexual reproduction aggregates
beneficial mutations and eliminates harmful ones more rapidly
than asexual reproduction (i.e., escaping Müller’s Ratchet:
Bernstein et al., 1981; Fagerström et al., 1998). Although
individuals only directly access their own genotypes, their
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descendants potentially access all the Levels I and II information
in populations. Therefore, sexual populations can rapidly create
genetic combinations that are adapted to local environments
in ways not previously observed in asexual organisms (Lively
and Morran, 2014; Sharp and Otto, 2016). For example,
recombination allows hosts to develop defenses against more
rapidly reproducing asexual pathogens (Lively and Morran,
2014; Sharp and Otto, 2016). This benefit in the Red Queen arms
race (Van Valen, 1973) can o�set the disadvantage of longer
generation times in sexually reproducing eukaryotes relative
to asexual prokaryotes. Furthermore, the Level I information
contained within an asexual pathogen must compete against
the entire Level I information present in the sexual population
of its host. Notably, no asexual variant has been observed to
out-compete and displace their sexually reproducing conspecific,
even in stable environments (Niklas et al., 2014).

Sexual, Kin, and Intragenomic Selection
Sexual reproduction changes evolutionary processes, perhaps
more so than any previous innovation. The evolution of
anisogamy first creates sexual selection. Fitness now depends
on both survival and the ability to secure a mate. Only
sexual selection provides a coherent explanation for the many
costly and flashy traits that serve primarily to win intrasexual
contests or increase attractiveness to the opposite sex, while
simultaneously reducing the bearer’s survivability (Darwin, 1871;
Andersson, 1994).

Sex also revolutionizes kin selection. In completely
asexual organisms, individuals functionally become their
own reproductively-isolated species. The Levels I and II
information in two daughter cells from a fission event are as
separated going forward in time as the information in two
cells last sharing a common ancestor a billion generations
ago. In asexual populations, kin selection may be invoked
when genetically similar individuals assort non-randomly
(Levin and West, 2017), or social heterosis invoked when
heterogeneous groups are the more productive (Nonacs and
Kapheim, 2007), although arguably individual-level selection
across clonal lineages provides an equally adequate explanation
(Nowak et al., 2010). Sex, however, creates more variable and
quantifiable classes of kinship and many potential cooperative
and competitive interactions predicated on the degree of shared
genes, with examples such as nepotism, parent-o�spring conflict,
siblicide, adaptive suicide and senescence (Forbes, 2005; Bourke,
2011a,b). Interestingly, the evolution of highly eusocial species
(i.e., those having morphologically distinct reproductive and
worker castes) is attributed to kin selection and has occurred far
more often in sexual than asexual species (Bourke, 2011a,b).

Finally, sexual reproduction creates a new level of selection
through intragenomic conflict. For instance, a variety of sex-
ratio distorting genetic elements exist by biasing the outcomes
of meiosis in their favor (Queller, 1997; Burt and Trivers, 2006).
When genomes come equally from mothers and fathers, the two
halvesmay not necessarilymaximize their fitness in the sameway.
Parentally imprinting genes (i.e., Level II epigenetics), therefore,
can cause di�erential expression in o�spring (Reik and Walter,
2001). Inmammals, this results in paternal andmaternal genomic

conflict within individuals over the amount of resources extracted
from mothers during gestation (Haig, 2015).

Major Competitive Transitions and
Catalysts
The origin and elaboration of sexual reproduction required
a number of critical morphological innovations, including
those involved in the fusion of cells and the transition from
isogamy to anisogamy. In cellular fusion, sperm and egg cell
membranes merge into a single, unbroken one (Clark, 2018).
Viral genomes enter host cells by a similar process, made possible
by an essential class of proteins (fusexins). Genes coding for
these proteins are very similar across viruses and eukaryotes
(Valansi et al., 2017). Thus, sexual reproduction appears to be
made possible because of horizontal transfer of viral fusogens
(Hernández and Podbilewicz, 2017).Without a virus as a catalytic
agent, the evolution of sexual reproduction may not have been
mechanically possible.

Within multicellular eukaryotes, anisogamous gamete
production predominates. It is unknown whether the evolution
of complex multicellularity with di�erentiated tissues needed
to precede anisogamy or vice versa (Hanschen et al., 2018).
However, it is clear that the first sexually reproducing eukaryotes
were likely isogamous (Parker et al., 1972; Yang, 2010; da Silva,
2018). Mathematical models predict that such a state is often
evolutionarily unstable. Mutants that tradeo� motility for larger
size increase relative fitness through higher o�spring survival
(Parker et al., 1972), and others with motile gametes can increase
their numbers by decreasing individual cell size. The disruptive
selection eventually results in large, immobile eggs and motile
sperm of minimal size (da Silva, 2018). If there is a further
significant transport cost in finding receptive gametes, then two
alternative reproductive strategies result: either produce many
searching sperm or few eggs waiting to be found (Yang, 2010).
Because it is likely that the initial benefits of anisogamy relative
to isogamy were great, the evolution of anisogamy is a MCT.

In conclusion, sexually-reproducing eukaryotic species are
and have been significant parts of almost every known ecosystem
since the Cambrian (Santos et al., 2002; Jablonka and Lamb,
2006; Szathmáry, 2015). It is also notable that among the many
metazoan lineages, only bdelloid rotifers have maintained a
non-sexual and non-meiotic lifecycle on a geological timescale,
through employing alternative methods to generate genetic
diversity (Flot et al., 2013). Given the magnitude of sexual species’
e�ects on ecosystems, the evolution of sex is a critical FET
composed of a MET and at least one MCT – that together paved
the way to a MST.

THE EVOLUTION OF
MULTICELLULARITY

Egalitarian and Fraternal Associations
Multicellularity has been defined in a variety of
ways, ranging from functionally independent cells
clumping as groups to indivisible multicellular entities
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(Hammerschmidt and Rose, 2021). Such associations can be
“egalitarian” where cells do not derive from a recent common
ancestor (Queller, 1997). Cheating, however, can be a serious
problem. For example, cooperators could produce costly
compounds to stick together as mats and increase reproduction
for all cells (Velicer and Yu, 2003). Cheaters not producing
the compounds gain these benefits without incurring the costs.
They, therefore, increase in frequency until mats collapse to
everyone’s detriment (Tarnita, 2017). Overall, egalitarian systems
may lack stabilizing mechanisms needed to maintain equal
intragroup reproduction; severely limiting evolutionary potential
(Rainey and Kerr, 2011).

Alternatively, multicellular associations can be “fraternal”
where all cells share a recent common ancestor (Queller,
1997). In clonal associations, direct and indirect fitness are
indistinguishable by genetic relatedness (Bourke, 2011a; West
et al., 2015). Therefore, the evolutionary process favoring
cooperation in clones may be conceptualized as either kin,
group or lineage selection. Consider a multicellular clone with
reproductive division of labor across germline and somatic cells
that is competing with another where all cells reproduce. If
the former produces more total o�spring, that clone should
increase in frequency.

Interestingly, mutations that diversify growing fraternal clones
can create a kin-selective scenario that evolutionarily stabilizes
reproductive specialization. If cells divide at unequal rates, the
most rapidly dividing lineages will accumulate more divergent
mutations. At this point, associations are no longer completely
identical clones and distinctions arise between direct and indirect
fitness. Ideally, each genetically unique cell or lineage should
strive to reproduce while suppressing all others. If none can
dominate all competitors, then the stable solution favors a
consensus ‘second best’ relative as the reproductive (Reeve and
Jeanne, 2003). The competing lineages will likely all have the
same closest relative – those cells that divided the least and
accumulated the fewest mutations (Queller, 2000). This group
of cells would, therefore, be acceded “virtual dominance” over
reproduction without needing an intrinsic ability to suppress
competitors (Reeve and Jeanne, 2003). Although looking like a
‘cheater,’ the virtual dominant would be tolerated and favored
to become the germline in the maturing clone (Veit, 2019).
Indeed, in many animals, some cells are segregated very
early in development and these become the gamete producers
(Kumano, 2015).

Simple Multicellularity
The transition from a population of cells into an integrated
multicellular organism requires several developmental
innovations, such as cells adhering to one another and
exchanging signals to coordinate activities (Niklas, 2014).
Mathematical models suggest that a wide variety of factors
favors such transitions from a solitary cell to a grouped state
(Staps et al., 2021). This would be Stage 1 in the evolution of
multicellularity, where each cell directly benefits from being
in a larger association (Hammerschmidt and Rose, 2021). The
evolutionary transition to Stage 2 occurs when group-level
reproductive success becomes dependent on cooperation

between cells, and entire assemblages act as multicellular
individuals (Hammerschmidt and Rose, 2021).

Nevertheless, fossil records provide little evidence that early
multicellular organisms had significant competitive advantages
(MCTs) over single-celled ones or greatly altered ecosystems
(producing a MST). Indeed, many extant species with Stages
1 and 2 multicellularity still retain significant single-celled
portions of their life history, or readily switch back and forth as
environmental conditions change (Staps et al., 2021). Moreover,
the simplest possible multicellular associations – rudimentary
bacterial mats – changed little over their initial billions of
years of life. Thus, the first appearance of multicellularity
was neither a MCT nor a MST. Simple multicellularity is
also not considered a MET (Table 1) because it is neither
a fully formed, higher-level individual nor a novel form of
information storage or transmission. Simple multicellularity
would appear in Figure 1 only as a ‘new biological innovation’
that was needed for the eventual MET of complex multicellularity
(Stage 3: with obligate ontogeny of di�erentiated tissues;
Hammerschmidt and Rose, 2021).

Abiotic Catalyst
Complex multicellularity has arisen independently in multiple
eukaryotic lineages, with a common feature: organisms’ overall
energy demands are met by subsets of cells dedicated to meeting
them. A critical abiotic catalyst for this transition (Figure 1) is a
su�cient level of free oxygen to support high-energymetabolisms
based on oxidative phosphorylation. Earth’s history reflects two
periods of rapid oxygen increase: (1) the Great Oxygenation
Event (⇠2.5–⇠2.0 Gya), when oxygen first became consistently
available in low but biologically significant concentrations; and
(2) the Neoproterozoic Oxygenation Event (⇠0.8–⇠0.54 Gya)
when concentrations rose to near present levels (Och and
Shields-Zhou, 2012; Lyons et al., 2014). Significantly, complex
multicellular forms only appear in the late Neoproterozoic
(Nursall, 1959; Budd and Jensen, 2000; Lyons et al., 2014). Thus,
this second event was probably an important abiotic catalyst for
the evolution of complex multicellularity (Figure 1).

Complex Multicellularity
In complex multicellular species with di�erentiated tissues
and organs, development follows the fraternal route. Life
history proceeds through a single cell stage, most commonly
the fusion of two gametes, with clonal growth into the
mature state (Bourke, 2011a). That complex multicellularity
is closely tied to sexual reproduction may be because such
organisms necessarily reproduce much more slowly than
unicellular organisms, and relying on purifying selection to
remove deleterious mutants from asexual lineages is a huge
disadvantage. Sexual reproduction, therefore, allows amore rapid
purging of deleterious mutations through recombination and
greater genetic variation in o�spring for adapting to changing
environments or co-evolutionary arms races with pathogens
(Fagerström et al., 1998).

Waddington’s (1957) epigenetic landscape seemingly answers
the question of how reproductive specialization is maintained
across cell lineages. Somatic di�erentiation with Level II
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epigenetic modification limits lineages to terminal fates (Pacheco
et al., 2014). Mechanistically, this prevents competition arising
with virtual dominant germlines. Thus, non-germline lineages
are freed to, for example, evolve as sensory and neural systems
that receive and transmit information, or become specialized
in provisioning and transporting of metabolites, nutrients and
gasses to maintain overall homeostasis beyond what is possible
by di�usion (Knoll and Lahr, 2016).

A strict reproductive segregation, however, is far from
the case across all multicellular species. Many cnidarians,
for instance, display remarkable abilities to transdi�erentiate,
seemingly including converting somatic cells into germ cells
(Gold and Jacobs, 2013). Medusozoan cnidarians are even
capable of “degrowing” gonadal structures or reverting to
asexuality (Hamner and Jenssen, 1974; Piraino et al., 2004).
Similarly, plants do not segregate germlines from somatic
lineages, but rather derive germ cells from somatic lineages
(Kawashima and Berger, 2014). Therefore, a Waddingtonian
view of canalized germ cells cannot be absolutely necessary
for the evolution of tissues and organs. Furthermore, cellular
‘cheaters’ (e.g., cancers) are much more common in bilaterian
clades (Aktipis et al., 2015), correlating with evolutionary losses
in cell totipotency as their tissues di�erentiate. It is paradoxical
that cancer is rare or absent in cnidarians and ctenophores
where somatic cells can quickly revert to being gametic and
thus would seem to be especially vulnerable to mutations for
cheating. Analogs to present-day animal oncogenes appear to
have evolved well before the appearance of bilaterians (Trigos
et al., 2019), but their causative propensities are most evident
in taxonomic clades where cell sterility is normally obligate and
not facultative.

Ultimately, although all stages of multicellularity create
higher-order associations, only Stage 3, tissue-level cellular
di�erentiation truly constitutes a MET (Table 1). It is when the
component parts of an organismmust developmentally specialize
that there is a fully formed, higher-order “individual.”

An Evolutionary Scenario
Rising oxygen concentrations in the Neoproterozoic increased
viability of aggregations of mitotically dividing eukaryotic cells,
and a potential scenario emerges for evolution of complex
multicellularity. Aggregations create opportunities for innovative
cooperation and division of labor across cells (Wolpert and
Szathmáry, 2002). Freeing cells from having to provide their
own energetic and metabolic needs allowed diversification and
specialization. The actual phenotypic innovations vary across
groups. In plants, MCTs like vascular tissue enabled colonization
of the terrestrial environment and the evolution of larger
sizes (Stebbins, 1969) and flowers provided the opportunity
to co-opt animals into being vectors for fertilization. In
animals, the evolution of nervous systems repurposed cells for
storage and transmission of information (Jablonka and Lamb,
2006). Level III Learning allowed the evolution of behaviors
requiring predictive ability and flexibility such as parental care,
territoriality, mate choice and sociality. New evolutionary rules
for behavioral interactions such as direct and indirect reciprocity
(Maynard Smith, 1982; Nowak, 2006) became important

processes within natural selection. Given that multiple separate
lineages evolved complex multicellularity almost simultaneously
while using di�erent genetic and developmental mechanisms,
it seems these were METs merely waiting for the right set of
opportunities to arrive.

By conservative estimate, complexmulticellularity with tissues
and organs emerged at least six times in sexually reproducing
eukaryotes: animals, plants, red algae, brown algae, and at least
twice among fungi (Bernstein et al., 1981). Observing the range
of shared commonalities across lineages would lead to better
understanding of how such a variety in the same category of
MET occurred. Unfortunately, inferences are limited because
the evolution of development is well studied only in lineages of
bilaterian animals and higher plants.

The appearance of complex multicellularity fundamentally
changed the planet; altering environments and creating entirely
new ecological niches such as vertical communities of kelp forests
(Teagle et al., 2017). Swimming animals in the oceans increase
biomass export to the deep sea, sustaining the oxygenated
state of the oceans (Butterfield, 2018). Land plants potentially
stabilized climatic conditions throughout the Phanerozoic via
their root systems increasing weathering of rock (Ibarra et al.,
2019). Plant leaves alter the water cycle via transpiration and are
responsible for the majority of global evaporation (Schlesinger
and Jasechko, 2014; Wei et al., 2017). Where bacterial mat
stromatolites once dominated, the evolution of animals restricted
their range to stressful environments free from grazers (Walter
and Heys, 1985; Sheehan and Harris, 2004). The many significant
and continuing ecosystem-level impacts of complex multicellular
species certainly qualifies as a MST.

EVOLUTION OF EUSOCIALITY

The term “eusociality” is applied to group-living species that
divide reproductive labor, cooperatively care for o�spring,
and have overlapping generations of parents and adult
o�spring (Batra, 1966; Wilson, 1971). This broad definition
covers a continuum of species, without a clear point of
demarcation as to where any major transition happened
(Bourke, 2019). Recently, the MET is proposed to be crossed
when a ‘queen’ caste monopolizes reproduction, with an
obligately sterile, morphologically-distinct worker caste
(Boomsma and Gawne, 2018).

Contrary to current opinion (Maynard Smith and Szathmáry,
1995; Queller, 2000; Szathmáry, 2015;West et al., 2015; Boomsma
and Gawne, 2018; Bourke, 2019), we propose that eusociality is
not a MET (Figure 3). We argue that eusocial species neither
fundamentally alter how information is stored and transmitted
across individuals, produce a new level of individual, nor create
new or enhance existing mechanisms within natural selection.
However, many eusocial species are remarkably abundant and
ecologically dominant, qualifying them as a MCT. In some cases,
the evolution of more elaborate eusocial societies (e.g., ambrosia
beetles and fungus-garden ants) may have required the catalyst
of competition and mutualism with viruses, bacteria and fungi
(Biedermann and Rohlfs, 2017) (Figure 3).
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FIGURE 3 | Eusocial evolution not leading to a MST. Evolution of morphologically distinct castes and reproductive division of labor is considered a MCT due to the

abundance of social insects. These biological innovations are neither Fusions nor Information Leaps and, therefore, not a MET. The eusocial insect MCT has arguably

not produced an Ecosystem-level MST, and shows no indication for being a FET in any such impending event.

Level I and II information in eusocial species is stored and
transferred across generations no di�erently than in other sexual
species. No matter how genetically diverse a group might be, any
given o�spring reflects a genetic bottleneck of no more than two
parents. Eusocial groups make substantial use of Level III and IV
(Iconic) information as multiple individuals rely upon chemical
trails to track resources, activities of neighbors, or looming threats

to a far greater degree than any single individual. However,
chemical communication did not originate in eusocial species,
and thus is not a qualitative Information Leap. Moreover, Level
III and IV information is ephemeral across generations. The
same structures and trails may be used across generations within
a colony, but its dispersing o�spring carry along none of this
information. It is likely that parental birds pass more Level III
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information to their chicks than any social insect colony passes
to a descendant colony. Overall, therefore, all known eusocial
species fail the MET criterion of adding or expanding levels of
information transmittal or storage.

Eusocial species in which individuals are so morphologically
di�erentiated that group living is obligate would seem to strongly
suggest a transition to a higher level of individuality (Boomsma
and Gawne, 2018; Bourke, 2019). An alternative view, however,
is that eusociality is a modification of complex multicellularity
where non-reproductive worker castes are analogous to somatic
tissue specializing in maintaining overall homeostasis. This
di�use ‘worker caste organ’ di�ers from others like hearts and
kidneys in having regions of considerably weaker cell to cell
adhesion and higher within-tissue genetic heterogeneity.

Evolving a genetically heterogeneous worker caste organ
certainly qualifies as a biological innovation. It is a novel way to
create an “extended genotype” that specializes in nurturing the
gonadal tissue. Thus, rather than care for and raise their o�spring
directly, eusocial parents cooperate to create tissue (i.e., workers)
that provides food, care and protection to the next generation of
reproductive o�spring. That worker castes evolved as purposeful
constructions through parental manipulation is empirically
supported across facultatively eusocial species (Kapheim et al.,
2012, 2015; Rehan et al., 2014).

Some (e.g., Boomsma and Gawne, 2018) have included
“irreversibility” as a criterion for METs; that is, higher levels of
individuality cannot dissolve back into their antecedent parts
(Bourke, 2011a, 2019). Although we do not invoke irreversibility
in our MET definition, it is nevertheless worth briefly discussing
whether eusociality meets this criterion. This is certainly not
the case in eusocial species without morphologically distinct
castes. Even in genera where group living is common, species can
revert to solitary life histories as seen in primitively eusocial bees
(Danforth et al., 2003; Cardinal and Danforth, 2011) and paper
wasps (Liebert et al., 2005). In contrast, no reversals to solitary
living are documented in species with obligate, morphologically
di�erentiated castes (Boomsma and Gawne, 2018). However,
species can evolutionarily lose entire morphological castes. Many
inquiline parasites of other social species lose their worker castes
(Sumner et al., 2003). Conversely, numerous species have lost
the queen caste and workers have regained full reproductive
capacities (Rabeling and Kronauer, 2013). Although such species
continue to live in groups - as solitary living may simply be
a poor strategy in a very competitive world - there seems no
intrinsic reason why single individuals could not survive and
reproduce on their own, under the right conditions. Eusocial
species seem to fail, at least hypothetically, as a new level of
irreversible individuality.

In terms of processes within natural selection, eusocial species
can be a�ected by direct, kin and group selection (Trivers and
Hare, 1976; Nonacs, 1986, 2017; Wilson and Hölldobler, 2005;
Bourke, 2011a; West et al., 2015). However, the evolution of
eusociality neither originated these processes nor qualitatively
altered their operation relative to solitary species. Therefore,
eusociality also fails this final possible MET criterion.

We therefore conclude that the evolution of eusociality better
fits the category of MCT – a novel innovation that confers

significant selective advantages. For example, eusocial species
are dominant community members by biomass across a variety
of non-arctic habitats (Wilson, 1990, 1992; King et al., 2013).
Of the approximately 900,000 known insect species, ants and
termites account for about 2%, yet constitute over 50% of insect
biomass (Wilson and Hölldobler, 2005). This raises the question
of whether species or clade-level abundance is enough to be
considered a MST.

The evidence is not conclusive on the e�ects of eusocial
species at ecosystem levels. The first appearance of eusocial
termites, bees, wasps or ants has not obviously correlated with
pronounced turnovers in fauna or flora. For example, ants first
appear in the fossil record about 100 MYA (early Cretaceous),
with molecular data suggesting a mid-Jurassic origin (140–
168 MYA), but ants become ecologically significant only much
later in the Eocene (Moreau et al., 2006). Furthermore, if
eusocial species are not present, it seems that their niches
within ecosystems are filled by other organisms. Pristine
Hawaiian ecosystems, with no native eusocial species (Wilson
and Holway, 2010), do not appear fundamentally di�erent in
their construction from mainland ones. In summary, eusocial
species fall into a gray zone of whether their abundance and
ecological persistence is enough to qualify them as a MST. From
our perspective, it is not (Figure 3). Moreover, current eusocial
societies do not appear to have any biological innovations
whose downstream consequences are likely to act as a FET
for a future MST.

Finally, regardless of whether eusociality is considered a
new ‘individual’ (MET and MCT) or a new type of ‘organ’
(MCT only), the analogy of workers to somatic cells reveals
an interesting parallel to cancers. Cancer or cancer-like cells
are observed across many taxonomic groups, but far more
commonly in sexual species that segregate gamete production
into small populations of germline cells (Aktipis et al., 2015).
Thus, cancer can be viewed as a within-individual cheater
that rejects the imposition of lost cellular totipotency. In the
eusocial hymenoptera, queens are the segregated germlines.
Parasitic species reproducing at host expense have evolved in
all the social hymenopteran groups (Wilson, 1971; Schmid-
Hempel, 1998). Their evolution follows Emery’s rule, where
social parasites likely originally evolve as a within-species
alternative reproductive strategy that rejects imposed sterility
(Wilson, 1971) – the equivalents of terminal “social cancers”
(Oldroyd, 2002). In contrast, termites are far more indefinite in
their developmental trajectories and can ‘dedi�erentiate’ from
becoming a worker and instead become a reproductive (Wilson,
1971). Unlike social hymenoptera, termites have no known
cancer-like social parasites (Schmid-Hempel, 1998). Termites it
seems, are like cancer-free cnidarians while hymenoptera are like
cancer-prone vertebrates.

HUMANS

Human Spoken Language
Human language expands the communication of information
and intentions between individuals, and is considered a
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MET (Table 1). Language, however, is found across many
other species. Baboons and great apes can transmit and
understand sophisticated and subtle concepts (Seyfarth
et al., 2005). For instance, apes can communicate through
gestures and vocalizations that functionally reference the
environment, objects or behaviors (Byrne et al., 2017). Further,
individuals actively alter gestures and vocalizations depending
on social contexts and targeted audiences (Schel et al., 2013;
Byrne et al., 2017). For example, chimpanzees make alarm
calls consistent with criteria for intentional signaling when
exposed to realistic model snakes, and they target warnings
toward naïve individuals unaware of the threats (Schel et al.,
2013). Hence, human spoken languages are increasingly
viewed as quantitatively rather than qualitatively di�erent
from languages of other species. Circumstantial evidence
suggests that archaic hominids exhibited communication that
was conceptually very similar to that of modern humans
(Harris and Bullock, 2002). Given that present-day humans
are innately able to learn any language, fairly advanced
communication probably predated the dispersion of modern
Homo sapiens.

Human languages enable social groups to collate greater
amounts of Level III information across generations than possible
in any individual’s lifetime. Transmission of information occurs
vertically (from parents to o�spring), horizontally (peer to peer)
and obliquely (non-parental exchanges across generations), and
can occur between individuals that never met or even lived
at the same time (Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman, 1981; Jablonka
and Lamb, 2006; Danchin and Wagner, 2010; Navarro et al.,
2018). This makes cultural evolution a powerful and swift
process that heightens humans’ ability to adapt, modify and
construct their environments relative to non-human species
(Feldman and Laland, 1996; Jablonka et al., 1998; Mesoudi,
2017). Furthermore, adaptive cultural innovations are not
dependent on occasional random beneficial mutations. Instead,
innovations can intentionally arise through trial-and-error
learning or as unique combinations of several existing traits
(Creanza et al., 2017).

Specific regions in brains are associated with cognition
and language ability (Kaup et al., 2011), and size positively
correlates with functionality across species (Kotrschal et al.,
2013). Large brains relative to body size impose massive
metabolic costs at the expense of the body (Kuzawa et al.,
2014). O�setting such a cost in hominids are the benefits
of information-rich language that larger brains enable, likely
allowing social groups to solve a variety of ecological challenges
(González-Forero and Gardner, 2018). Increased cognitive
abilities also meant that groups could more e�ectively cooperate
(Herrmann et al., 2007) and practice indirect reciprocity (Nowak,
2006). Indeed, there is no evidence for human language
devolving in any ancestral populations, indicating strong positive
selection for maintenance (Maynard Smith and Szathmáry, 1995;
Szathmáry, 2010).

Therefore, humans’ large brains with enhanced language
centers are a MCT, and enabled the MET of advanced languages
that greatly expanded the amount and availability of Level
III information. However, dramatic changes in ecosystems and

large-scale environment modifications that qualify as a MST still
awaited another innovation (Figure 4).

Symbolic Language
Both a MET and MCT, human language is also a critical FET
enabling the emergence of Level IV (Instructional) information
as inscribed symbolic representations (Table 2 and Figure 4).
Information stored in abiotic formats adds another highly
e�cient method for passing non-genetically inherited cultural
traits vertically, horizontally, and increasingly obliquely (e.g.,
book author – living or dead – to reader) (Feldman and
Cavalli-Sforza, 1976; Jablonka and Lamb, 2006; Danchin and
Wagner, 2010). This potentially immortalizes, in amount and
accuracy, the information that can be transferred from past to
current and future generations. Humans are the only known
species to store and access extraordinary amounts of Level IV
(Instructional) information.

The capacity for symbolic representation of language is
critical for the emergence of technological innovations that
expanded the realized niche for humans exponentially and
paved the path to a global MST. We proliferated across
every continent and environment on Earth while substantially
impacting these ecosystems. One example of inscribed language
producing global-altering information and technology is the
very existence of the discipline of evolutionary science and
the systematic study of life itself. Humans are uniquely able
to understand how evolution works. This creates the novel
opportunity to fundamentally alter or even void the processes
of natural selection (Stock, 2008; Ghiorghita, 2020). Plants
are intentionally manipulated to be more nourishing and
harvestable, and animals domesticated for food and service.
Through technological advances, humans alter or eliminate
important natural selection factors that historically a�ected our
species, such as predators and disease. Sexual and kin selection
likewise may be diminishing in importance. For example, sperm
donation and surrogacy allows individuals to pass on genes
independent of having a mate or being able to become pregnant.
Selectively editing human genomes is not inconceivable (Cai
et al., 2016). Fetal genetic testing and potential genome editing
may directly change population-level allele frequencies, with
associated serious ethical concerns.

Human-produced technology creates a virtually limitless
capacity for storage and retrieval of cultural information. Online
cloud storage placing information in centralized and easily
accessible repositories greatly reduces the need for physical
storage space. It is estimated that the four major cloud-based
storage systems: Google, Facebook, Amazon and Microsoft, have
1.2 million terabytes of information stored (Dastbaz, 2019).
Cloud storage also drastically shifts information access, making
a great multitude of data types simultaneously available from
anywhere on the planet. This can increase the rate of cultural
evolution and act as a homogenizing factor across cultures.
Increasingly in the future, technologies, cultural institutions
and biotic life will be locked into a continual process of co-
evolution, where the selective processes involved will di�er
from those that heretofore a�ected the evolution of all life on
earth. Overall, these changes will likely also influence biological
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FIGURE 4 | Human evolution leading to a MST. Humans produced broad Ecosystem-level effects through a combination of METs (e.g., spoken language in a Level

III Information Leap) and MCTs (e.g., increased intelligence with larger brains). These became separate and essential FETs, as indicated by the multiple arrows, that

eventually enabled the Level IV Information Leap MET of storable symbolic language and the MST. As MSTs can ‘set the stage’ for future METs, MCTs, and MSTs, it

is thus possible that human-created technologies (e.g., robotics combined with Level V artificial intelligence) will lead to a future major transition that melds the biotic

and abiotic into a new individual.
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evolution across the planet for millions of years (Gowdy
and Krall, 2014). Therefore, humans’ explosive population
proliferation and associated profound ecosystem e�ects bear the
hallmarks of a MST.

Level V: Dark Information
Out of the technological advancements made possible through
inscribed language a new level of information has emerged.
Level V is information generated and transmitted by abiotic
entities, such as computers. The process from input to generated
output cannot be replicated except by computer, and therefore
may remain inscrutably dark. Examples of such dark processes
are increasing rapidly. Modern deep learning algorithms form
representations of multiple layers of features of data without
specific instructions regarding what to learn (LeCun et al.,
2015). Human-directed computation and unsupervised machine
learning explore di�cult questions by searching the World
Wide Web in medicine, mathematics, physics, economics, and
engineering (Obermeyer and Emanuel, 2016; Sanchez-Lengeling
and Aspuru-Guzik, 2018; Brummitt et al., 2020). Collection
and analyses of internet searches and activity, phone, text
and email communications, and GPS locations inform product
marketing, terrorism prevention, and global markets (Greenwald
and MacAskill, 2013; Einav and Levin, 2014; Xu et al., 2016).
Artificial intelligence designs autonomous machine learning
algorithms to diagnose cancer (Song et al., 2017) or control
self-driving cars (Hecker et al., 2018). Further, algorithms are
increasingly implemented to strategically decide and place user-
specific advertisements, as well as generate novel content which
can potentially perpetuate cultural features such as fashion trends
(Lee and Cho, 2020). Finally, machine learning programs are
expanding to the point of generating novel problem-solving
algorithms without any added human input (Real et al., 2020).
Thus, a key defining feature of Level V Dark information is the
ability to create new information without any direct involvement
of a biological entity.

In summary, human language and the brain that produces
it qualify as a MET and MCT, respectively. The innovation of
advanced forms of language increased and changed information
content and transmittal, providing humans a critical competitive
advantage (Jablonka and Szathmáry, 1995). Spoken language also
served as a FET for the emergence of Level IV instructional
information, the requisite component for our current ecological
transformation and production of a MST (Figure 4). The
ability to accumulate and immortalize Level IV information
through stable storage systems and transfer it across generations
enables development of increasingly advanced technologies
and the advancement of knowledge, such as our fundamental
understanding of evolutionary processes. The technological
innovations made possible our manipulations of environments
across every part of the globe, perhaps with irreversible
ecosystem-level changes. Our understanding of natural selection
presents the unique possibility of both exempting ourselves from
its dictates and directing evolutionary changes in other species.
Ongoing technological innovations also created for the first time:
Level V Dark information, which in the span of a few decades is
strongly a�ecting human interactions and societal institutions. It

is too early to predict where the expanding Dark Information will
lead, except that it will likely be quite impactful. One increasingly
realistic possibility is that human-facilitated artificial intelligence,
robotics, and Level V information will themselves be FETs for a
future symbiotic MET that creates a new level of individual as a
combination of biotic lifeforms with abiotic technologies.

DISCUSSION

Today’s biotic world di�ers greatly from that of four billion
years ago. In this timespan multiple Major System Transitions
(MSTs) created or significantly altered ecosystems, ranging
from the origins of life to humans’ large-scale modification of
nearly every extant biome. Within this history, Maynard Smith
and Szathmáry (1995) defined Major Evolutionary Transitions
(METs) as leaps in organismal complexity forming higher-
level ‘individuals’ or creating novel forms of information
storage or transfer, regardless of any resulting ecosystem
impacts (Szathmáry, 2015). Analogously, we classify as Major
Competitive Transitions (MCTs) biological innovations that
produced significant direct-fitness advantages within lineages,
such as shelled eggs or endothermy (Huxley, 1942; McShea and
Simpson, 2011), regardless of their broader ecosystem impacts.

Not all METs and MCTs result in a MST (Figure 1). We can
distinguish those that result in or facilitate MSTs through thought
experiments. Would today’s world look substantially di�erent if a
proposed MET or MCT failed to happen? For instance, the first
two METs – culminating in a functioning prokaryotic cell with
DNA (Szathmáry, 2015; Table 1) – are clearly essential precursors
to every current ecosystem. If Level I information had remained
RNA-based, genome size and total information content would be
extremely limited.Without viable and replicating cells, no greater
organismal complexity would be possible. Thus, the evolutionary
events that led to cells with DNA genomes either produced MSTs
or were critical for facilitating MSTs.

It is equally clear that if multicellular, sexually-reproducing
eukaryotes with tissues and organs did not evolve or vanished,
the remaining ecosystems would be transformatively di�erent.
History further suggests their current niches would not be easily
refilled. For example, prokaryotes have not shown evidence of
evolvingmulticellular complex beings. Similarly, early eukaryotes
required perhaps a billion years, and multiple facilitating events,
before the Cambrian MST occurred (Butterfield, 2000; Knoll
et al., 2006; Knoll, 2011).

The long delay in transforming a world composed of algal
mats to one full of plants and animals illustrates the conceptual
importance of “facilitating evolutionary transitions” (FETs).
These are innovations that are necessary, but insu�cient alone, to
initiate a cascade of events that culminates in a MST (Figure 1).
For instance, the evolution of various sensory systems that
conferred significant direct-fitness advantages (MCTs) may have
facilitated a massive coevolutionary burst between predators and
prey (McMenamin, 1988; Parker, 2011), which was a causal
factor for the Cambrian MST. Another FET for the Cambrian
MST was the evolution of sexual reproduction, which unleashed
sexual selection and revolutionized kin selection. Finally, all these
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events happened only in eukaryotic lineages, suggesting this more
complex cell type was critical for aMST (Figure 2). It is likely that
without these FETs, there would not have been a MST.

Another proposed MET in the timeline of the history of life
is the evolution of eusocial species (Table 1), but we argue that
eusociality is neither a Fusion into a new level of individual
nor an Information Leap. The spectacular abundance of eusocial
species across ecosystems has the hallmarks of a MCT (Wilson,
1990), and it may or may not be a MST (Figure 3). Certainly,
if all eusocial insects disappeared there would be immediate
ecosystem-level e�ects. Indeed, some species inhabiting unique
niches might never be replaced; such as leaf-cutting, fungus
garden ants. On a longer time-scale, however, the e�ects may
be transitory, which would suggest that eusocial species are not
uniquely responsible for the state of the ecosystem. Consider
that termites are extremely important members of decomposing
communities. If termites had never evolved, however, it would
seem extraordinarily likely that decomposing MCTs would have
evolved in other non-eusocial lineages. The world would not
today be covered 100 meters deep in dead wood. In an analogous
real-world experiment, 67 million years ago all large terrestrial
vertebrates were likely dinosaurs. From that ecosystem, one
might conclude that dinosaurs were a MST. Yet the dinosaurs
turned out to be ecologically replaceable by mammals, when they
were given the chance. Thus, being abundant and ecologically
dominant over a long timemight qualify as aMCT (for dinosaurs,
birds and mammals the MCT innovation could be endothermy),
but would not necessarily imply that this group was responsible
for an ecosystem transformation (a MST).

We argue that such a thought experiment validates humans
as a MST (Figure 4). Human behavior and activity over the last
10,000 years has substantially altered the world’s ecosystems and
even changed the planet’s climate. Humans have also created a
new ecosystem we can call the ‘technology biome.’ This novel
ecosystem makes available to its most important inhabitant
food, water and shelter, and bu�ers them from the majority
of environmental extremes, predation and disease. It alters the
selective processes that do or do not operate. Historically, there
is no evidence of anything remotely similar. Therefore, should
we disappear like the dinosaurs, it is unlikely that an extant
species is currently waiting in the wings to replace us, and our
self-constructed niche would soon permanently evaporate.

The key element in driving a human-centered MST is
almost certainly the tremendous expansion of Level IV Inscribed
instructional information. This continues a pattern where
significant expansions in the amount of information available to
organisms at any level may be critical drivers of MSTs.

One such driving event was switching Level I Encoded and
Level II Epigenetic information from RNA to DNA. DNA can
be ‘Functional,’ where its e�ects are under natural selection
(Graur et al., 2015) or ‘Rubbish,’ where its e�ects are not under
selection, but there can be individual-level costs of copying it or
costs of meiotic driving elements (Burt and Trivers, 2006). The
eukaryotic MET created, probably as a byproduct, genomes that
appear particularly susceptible to collecting Rubbish (Graur et al.,
2015). Diploidy and sexual reproduction create opportunities for
intragenomic conflict that favors proliferation of transposable

elements (Werren, 2011), and nuclei act as accumulators
of horizontally transferred DNA (Nonacs and Tolley, 2014).
Over the long-term, there can be evolutionary advantages
to genomes enlarged by Rubbish, such as when mutations
convert it into beneficial Functional DNA (Werren, 2011). Sexual
reproduction in eukaryotes further increases the transmission of
beneficial acquired genes throughout populations andmore rapid
elimination of harmful mutations (Lively and Morran, 2014;
Sharp and Otto, 2016). Enlarged genomes can house additional
Functional DNA brought in by transposable elements and viruses
(Werren, 2011). It seems likely, therefore, that without all the
processes that provided the raw material for creating novel
Functional DNA, the evolution of higher plants, animals and
fungi may have been impossible. Thus, growth in genomic
information must have also facilitated the Cambrian MST.

Nevertheless, every new gene is a piece of information and
theory predicts that more information is only valuable if its
benefit exceeds the costs in gaining it (Stephens, 1989). This logic
should also apply to gene number. Every additional functional
gene adds costs for replication, making the product it codes for,
and the possibility of harmful mutations. Diminishing returns
with constant investment costs would set an upper bound on
howmuch Level I information a genome could contain. Although
this limits potential morphological complexity, increased levels
of behavioral complexity can harness information not residing
in the genome – i.e., Levels III–V. For example, humans are
a MET, have undergone MCT(s), and have produced a MST –
all achieved with fewer functional genes than a water flea has
(Colbourne et al., 2011).

It is our extraordinarily large brain that is the MCT which
gives humans access to enormous amounts of Level III and
IV information and has manufactured the machines that make
Level V information. A consequence of this information is
that the majority of modern-day humans have exited natural
ecosystems and live to varying degrees in our created technology
biome. Is another MET possible in this new ecosystem? Although
highly cooperative, humans are still far too individualistic to
fuse into a higher level of individual, but our increasing reliance
on technology could be early in the transition process for
an obligate interspecific mutualism MET (Table 1). Currently,
most humans rely on technology for survival and reproduction
and likewise this technology would not exist or replicate
without humans. In this case, the ‘mutualism’ is between
a biological entity and an increasingly sophisticated abiotic
entity. However, whether a machine can become part of an
interspecific mutualism depends on the definition of ‘alive.’
It is conceivable that combining robotics with AI could
produce machines capable of learning, gathering resources, and
replication. Such entities would certainly be as sentient as bacteria
and equally or more capable of evolving. The more salient
question might be whether self-sustaining and self-replicating
abiotic life forms would gain any benefit from mutualisms with
biological ones.

By considering all the potentially interacting elements
involved in producing aMST (Figure 1), it is clear that events can
simultaneously fall into more than one category (MCT, MET, and
FET). Similarly, categories can have variable numbers of events
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in them. Thus, the number of members in a category could imply
something about the evolutionary likelihood of a given event. If
obligate interspecific mutualisms are a type of MET (Table 1),
then thousands of such METs have occurred throughout history.
This strongly suggests that interspecific mutualism is not a
particularly di�cult problem to solve. Similarly, multicellularity
and eusociality have both evolved independently multiple times,
although quite a bit less often than interspecificmutualism, which
seems at odds with a hypothesis that kin selection and high
relatedness is a driving similarity across METs (Bourke, 2011a;
West et al., 2015).

Of further interest is that not all the METs in the same
category have had similar degrees of ecosystem-level impacts.
For example, plants, animals and fungi are far more ecologically
impactful than red algae although all are multicellular, sexual
eukaryotes. Perhaps this di�erence resides in the particular MCTs
that evolved in the former groups and not in red algae. One is
left to wonder then: if red algae were the only existing complex
multicellular clade, would any of their features be considered a
MET, or just a curious anomaly?

On the other hand, a number of proposed METs appear
to have happened only once. In the correlated triumvirate
of eukaryote, sexual reproduction and multicellularity METs,
only the last one appears to have evolved more than once.
Similarly, nothing akin to humans appears previously in the
historical record. This suggests that all of these were and are
particularly unlikely events. As discussed earlier, the evolution
of eukaryotes from prokaryotes might have required a particular
series of fortuitous and concurrent biological innovations and
catalysts, unlikely to ever be repeated. Finally, as regards the
transition to humans – why has it happened only once, and taken
four billion years to evolve a large-brained species capable of
producing and using Level IV and V information? This remains
a question to be answered.

In closing, major transitions are critical points of exploration
to understand life’s history on Earth. We posit that two types
of major transitions occur within species or clades: METs and

MCTs. The former represents Fusions and/or Information Leaps,
whereas the latter includes critical morphological innovations.
Some METs and MCTs either by themselves or in concert with
each other, have consequences that ripple across the globe as
MSTs, altering ecosystems at large and possibly irreversible scales.
The process of categorizing events into this new framework
highlights the importance of facilitation and biotic and abiotic
catalysts in driving ecosystem transformations. Furthermore,
levels of information, from the origination of genomes to written
language, and possibly machine-produced dark information, are
intrinsic to facilitating major events. An interactive scheme
encompassing evolutionary fusions, information leaps and
morphological innovations with ecosystem changes, paints a
broader and potentially more accurate picture of life’s past on
Earth and provides glimpses into the future.
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